
THE NEW 
FACE OF  
SECURITY.

SURVEILLANCE     SECURITY     SAFETY

Know who is there in real time
SmartVis Face, our advanced      
facial-recognition software, flags up 
the presence of specified individuals 
the moment you need to be aware  
of them.
Powered by a world-class facial-
recognition engine with market-
leading performance, SmartVis Face 
has been specifically designed for 
deployment in difficult environments 
and national security applications.

VISUALLY INTELLIGENT SOLUTIONS for detecting and recognising people www.digitalbarriers.com

SmartVis Face allows you to use a live video 
feed from CCTV, body-worn camera or 
smartphone to:

• Adopt a less intrusive approach to 
security, while improving efficiency 

• Detect and identify subjects on a watch-
list in non-controlled environments 
where you deploy CCTV

• Verify a person's identity at high-security 
locations and events

• Robustly and reliably identify people 
who may have significantly changed in 
appearance

• Share sightings and relevant information 
in real time. SmartVis Face redistributes 
alarms to authorised operators, including 
those with mobile devices

• Access historical sightings to check 
where individuals have been spotted 
previously 

• Add new people for a more 
comprehensive watchlist

• Operate across diverse regional and 
cultural demographics

Respond quicker
SmartVis Face compares real-time and 
historic footage of faces to others already on a 
database, so known individuals are identified 
earlier and you can respond more quickly.

With multiple cameras deployed across a site, 
the detection and identification of individuals 
on a watchlist can be made before they reach 
key areas and checkpoints.

Anyone with a handheld iOS/Android device 
can also match subjects against a watchlist, 
simply by using our SmartVis Face Mobile app.

SAFER.
STRONGER.
MORE SECURE.
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Contact Digital Barriers or your local reseller 
for further details on our solutions
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SmartVis Face is specifically designed to detect and recognise people under the most 
challenging conditions.

Our high-performance video analytics can detect and identify faces from a variety of 
angles and will provide alerts even in a non-controlled environment.

SmartVis Face can be deployed overtly or covertly as a fixed or portable solution, providing 
permanent or temporary protection.

Benefits

A potential threat can be dealt with before it escalates out of control -  such as identifying 
someone breaking a restraining order, a convicted shoplifter heading for your store, 
banned football supporter about to enter a stadium, or a suspect on a terrorist watchlist 
approaching an airport.

Persistent troublemakers can be identified and halted before they get to an entrance; 
recognised fraudsters can be stopped from entering a casino; known criminals prevented 
from withdrawing money illegally from an ATM; and crucially a terrorist can be isolated 
outside a building before reaching a busy screening area.

SmartVis Face also allows you to work more efficiently. By knowing who is there, your staff 
can work smarter and with more assurance of making the right operational decisions.

Passengers at mass-transit hubs can be identified quickly and expedited through 
checkpoints, while VIPs can be recognised and handled with special treatment.

For ultimate protection of vulnerable areas, SmartVis Face can be combined with our 
award-winning, intrusion-detection video analytics.

WHY SMARTVIS FACE IS DIFFERENT
SmartVis Face has been specifically designed to 
detect people in non-controlled environments 
under challenging and changing conditions.

Faces can be analysed from a variety of 
angles to ensure the best chance of obtaining 
reference data and successful identification.

Our technology can create watchlist entries 
from faces found in live or pre-recorded video 
or still images.

MULTIPLE APPLICATIONS
Our search engine can be applied to live 
streams or pre-recorded video.

Speed up the reviewing of large volumes 
of archive video by running the footage on 
several separate streams.

It is possible to extract images of faces 
from a live stream and check against your 
proprietary database to see where else 
individuals have been.

GREATER ACCURACY
Best results are obtained from cameras in 
reasonable lighting conditions. 

SmartVis Face can deal with a variety of 
lighting conditions.

Optical zoom can be used for cameras at a 
greater distance.
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